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From the
CHAIRMAN’S
DESK
Dear Friends,
On behalf of TSDSI, I wish you and your family a very happy and prosperous
New Year 2018. I am delighted to share with you a snapshot of our
significant achievements in the past year, made possible with the immense
voluntary contributions of our members.
TSDSI transposed select specifications of 3GPP for IMT Advanced
technologies and full set of oneM2M Rel 2 Specifications for M2M platforms
into TSDSI Standards. These have been published on our website.
Our members’ proposal on Low Mobility Large Cell (LMLC) configuration was
included as a mandatory test configuration under the Rural eMBB test
environment in IMT2020 Technical Performance Requirements in ITU-R. This
will be a key enabler to bridge the Rural-Urban divide with 5G roll-out.
3GPP RAN group approved the Non-standalone 5G NR specifications at
their RAN#78 meeting in December 2017. This will form part of the Rel 15
specifications. Many of our individual members have been actively
participating in these 3GPP meetings and becoming part of this historic event
of giving shape to 5G standards.
DoT has set up a High Level 5G Forum that is expected to formulate strategy
for India to take lead on 5G. TSDSI will play the lead role in terms of
technical standards for various facets of "5G Systems" (including, but not
limited to, radio and core network). Our members are working on a proposal
for submission to ITU-R on candidate RIT/SRIT technologies for IMT2020
(5G) technologies.
Year 2018 promises to be an exciting year with opportunities for TSDSI
members to influence global specifications as well as develop standards to
meet the local needs, wherever required.
DoT has recently mandated TSDSI to develop Standards for Cloud Services
Interoperability and adapt 3GPP specifications related to Security. I expect
our members to complete the desired standards in 2018.
I invite you to work with TSDSI in this exciting journey of India appropriate
technology and standards development that will shape the Indian telecom
sector in years to come.

Prof. Abhay Karandikar,
Chairman TSDSI

TSDSI transposes 3GPP Specifications
and oneM2M Specifications
TSDSI transposed select specifications from Rel 10
to Rel 13 of 3GPP Specifications (comprising of
295 specifications) for IMT Advanced
Technologies (as per ITU-R M.2012-3) and Rel 2
of oneM2M Specifications (comprising of 17
specifications and 10 technical reports).

3GPP 5G NR specifications approved
as part of Rel 15, which includes
contributions from TSDSI members
3GPP RAN approved the Non-standalone 5G NR
specifications at the RAN#78 meeting held at Lisbon
in December 2017, as a part of Rel 15
specifications. This includes several contributions
from TSDSI members, an important one being the
one on high power UEs using pi/2 BPSK with
spectrum shaping feature for FR2 (including
mmwave) which has been accepted as part of the
Release. Applicability of this feature for sub 6GHz
including LMLC application would come up for
discussion in subsequent RAN meetings.

Chairman TSDSI has been appointed
as Convener of Steering Committee of
the 5G India 2020 High Level Forum
TSDSI has been mandated by DoT
and TRAI to develop Cloud Computing
Interoperability Standards
TSDSI submits inputs for
NTP-2018 to DoT
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DG SPEAK

TSDSI transposed 3GPP Specifications (comprising 295
select specifications from Rel 10 to Rel 13) for IMT
Advanced (as per ITU-R M.2012-3) and oneM2M
Specifications Rel 2 (comprising 17 specifications and 10
technical reports). These are available for public viewing
at https://goo.gl/vfaVDX for 3GPP transposed standards
and at https://goo.gl/R48TCr for oneM2M transposed
standards.

Dear Colleagues,
Best wishes for a fun filled, healthy and impactful New Year
2018. Thanks a lot for your active participation and
contributions at TSDSI. I would like to highlight a few of our
achievements in 2017:

Members are actively working on submission of a
proposal for Candidate Radio Interface technologies for
IMT2020 specifications to ITU-R [SI55
https://goo.gl/hzmCdh].

— Transposition of oneM2M Rel 2 specifications into TSDSI

Draft standard transposed from 3GPP Specification
23.038 Rel 14 for 7 bit encoding to optimize on air
efficiency for Indian Languages [WI1-SI45 visit
https://goo.gl/4EMVZ2] is under review in the Services
and Solutions Study Group (SGSS). Contributions on
work item [WI1-SI44 visit https://goo.gl/hzmCdh] on
standardization of 12 key keypads and QWERTY
keyboards for Indic Languages are being discussed in
the SG.

standards. DoT has been the chief proponent for these.

— Transposition of 3GPP specifications, relevant to IMT

2012-3 (IMT Advanced) programme of ITU-R, into TSDSI
standards.

— Acceptance of LMLC contribution from TSDSI members as

a mandatory test case of Technical Performance
Requirements (TPR) of eMBB in IMT2020 programme
(5G) of ITU-R.

— Organizing the first 5G India Vision and Roadmap

TRAI “Recommendations on Cloud Services” dated
August 16, 2017, section 3.37(iii) states that
“Telecommunications Standards Development Society,
India (TSDSI) may be tasked with the development of
Cloud Services interoperability standards in India.” In
line with this, an Office Memorandum (File No. 44/2017-IC/TSDSI) has been issued by DoT on
December 22, 2017 stating “TSDSI may immediately
commence the development of Cloud Service Standards
so that it may be completed within six months”. Work on
developing Cloud Services Interoperability standards for
India is being initiated in the SGSS group.

workshop which led to the creation of a High Level Forum
for 5G India 2020 activities in India.

— Expression of intent to ITU-R about submission of a

candidate RIT/SRIT technology for IMT2020 programme.

— Organization of two workshops and eight knowledge

sharing webinars on technical topics under the aegis of
India – EU Cooperation on ICT Standardization, Policy
and Legislation Project.

— Induction of a new technical leadership after an

aggressively contested election.

TSDSI has received a request from DoT for taking up
transposition of a set of 3GPP specifications related to
security aspects to further enable its adaptation in the
Indian context.

In line with the national mandate to “Strengthen the
Standardization Framework” our focus for the coming year
will be on:
— Enhancing the technical activities in our Study Groups by

broad-basing our membership

Metrics (Snapshot of Technical Activities):

— Improving the reach and impact of our participation and

contributions in global forums

Networks
Study Group

Services & Solutions
Study Group

Total No. of Technical
Reports Released

-

9

No. of Technical
Reports in Draft

2

-

295

27 (TS+TR)

1

-

Technical Group

— Further strengthening the secretariat through

accreditations based on WTO and ITU guidelines

Looking forward to continued support and pro-active
contributions.

Total No. of
Standards released

Pamela Kumar,
Director General

www.tsdsi.org

No. of Standards
in Draft
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Pre-standardization Activities

ITU

Standardization Roadmap

TSDSI members are working towards submitting a
proposal for candidate Radio Interface Technologies
for IMT2020 (5G) programme of ITU-R.

Standardization Roadmap Committee has compiled
inputs from members and key user segment stakeholders.
A workshop (3rd in the series) was organised on January
10, 2018 with the objective of creating a draft Roadmap
for TSDSI in consultation with the technical groups. This
will then be submitted to Governing Council (GC) for
further action. The workshop was hosted by TSDSI
member Samsung R&D Institute in their Bengaluru
campus.

3GPP
3GPP RAN approved the Non-standalone 5G NR
specifications at the RAN#78 meeting held at Lisbon in
December 2017, as a part of Rel 15 specifications. This
includes several contributions from TSDSI members, an
important one being the one on high power UEs using
pi/2 BPSK with spectrum shaping feature for FR2
(including mmwave) which has been accepted as part
of the Release. Applicability of this feature for sub
6GHz including LMLC application would come up for
discussion in subsequent RAN meetings.

India-EU Cooperation on ICT-Related Standardization,
Policy and Legislation Project
A Knowledge Sharing webinar, moderated by Mr Vijay
Madan, Advisor–Services and Solutions, TSDSI, on
“Role of oneM2M and Global Platform for Smart City
applications of IoT” was held on December 5, 2017.
Presentation link is available at https://goo.gl/b17Lb7.

Participation level of representatives from TSDSI
member organizations in 3GPP meetings in this period
is as follows:
Group

No. of Meetings

No. of Participants

RAN

7

66

SA

6

19

CT

5

15

A TSDSI Delegation led by Advisor – Networks, Mr A K
Mittal participated in the RAN plenary meeting in Reno,
USA from November 27 to December 1, 2017.

www.tsdsi.org
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UPDATES

TSDSI
GENERAL UPDATES

oneM2M
TSDSI member, C-DOT, participated in oneM2M interop5
event held in South Korea from December 4-8, 2017.

G
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e
The 19th Governing Council and 7th GB meetings were
held on November 17, 2017 in New Delhi.
M/s Velankani Electronics Private Limited was elected to
the Governing Council in the vertical “Telecom
Equipment Manufacturers with Indigenous Product IPR”
at the 7th General Body Meeting.
Eight (8) contributions from C-DOT, in Architecture,
Protocol and MAS specifications were AGREED in
oneM2M meetings in this period.
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Other Affiliations

Grant-in-aid of INR 90 lakhs for partial funding of
TSDSI’s 3GPP Membership fee (OP component) for
calendar year 2017 was received from DoT.

TSDSI is in the final stages of signing mutual cooperation
arrangements with IEEE and 5GIA.

IT and Website

Discussions are ongoing with CCICI for partnership
agreement.

TSDSI’s website is being redesigned to address the
evolving needs of the organization. Migration to a new
IT Infrastructure for hosting the Website and Members’
collaboration portal has begun.

Liaison Statements Summary:
Status of various Liaisons (LS) of TSDSI can be viewed at
https://goo.gl/wdmnee. The salient LS are listed below.

LS From

LS Subject

ITU-T SG15

TSDSI is in the process of responding to
Liaison statement from ITU-T SG15
regarding Draft CPRI Fronthaul
Transport Standard.

TEC

Telecommunications Standards
Development Society, India
(TSDSI) may be tasked with
the development of Cloud
Services interoperability
standards in India.

TSDSI responded to LS from TEC on
IETF IAB statement regarding IPv6.

TRAI Recommendations on Cloud Services

www.tsdsi.org
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Outreach and Engagements
TSDSI hosted a delegation from Taiwan Association of
Information and Communication Standards (TAICS) on
November 14, 2017 in TSDSI Secretariat office in Gurgaon.

As part of this visit, a one day bilateral workshop on 5G, IoT
and Security was conducted on November 15, 2017 to explore
areas of mutual cooperation. An MoU for collaborating on
standardization activities is being deliberated upon.

TSDSI organised a talk by Prof. Arogyaswami Paulraj,
Professor Emeritus at Stanford University, and inventor of
MIMO (the key to today's cellular and WiFi wireless
networks) concept, on “5G Wireless Update - Technology,
Spectrum, Systems Development and Roll Out Plans” in IIT
Delhi on December 14, 2017 which was attended by over
75 participants. He outlined opportunities for technology
innovations in the 5G area.
Mr Vijay Madan, Advisor - Services and Solutions, TSDSI,
made a presentation on "Smart Security Requirements and
Strategies” at the International Conference on Advanced
Networks and Telecommunications Systems (IEEE-ANTS)
held in Bhubaneswar from December 17-20, 2018.
Ms Jayeeta Saha, Manager - Standardization, TSDSI,
participated in a seminar - “How ETSI works”held in ETSI
Head Quarter in Sophia Antipolis, France on December 4-5,
2017.

Operational Matters
Mr A K Mittal made a presentation on 5G@TSDSI at the C-DOT
Seminar on 5G in their Delhi campus on November 16, 2017.
DG and Advisors - Mr AK Mittal and Mr Vijay Madan
participated in a seminar on "5G Spectrum Roadmap:
Transforming the Digital Landscape in India" by IIMA-IDEA
TCoE in Hotel Shangri-La, Delhi on November 20, 2017.

Strategy Initiatives

TSDSI Advisor - M2M, Mr Vijay Madan, has been chairing
meetings of the TEC committee on M2M/IoT Security.
An Outreach session was conducted for Velankani Electronics
Pvt. Ltd. (VEPL) Bengaluru on November 27, 2017 by DG.
DG held a one-on-one outreach meeting with ERNET, New
Delhi on November 28, 2017.
DG and Mr Pathak, DDG-IC, DoT spoke in a special session on
5G India 2020 Forum at the iAIM conference organised by
IEEE International Conference on Antenna Innovations and
Modern Technologies (iAIM-2017) organised by IEEE
Bengaluru Section in association with AP/MTT Joint Bengaluru
Chapter in Bengaluru on November 24-26, 2017.
DG and Advisors participated in the ETSI Symposium on
Achieving Interoperability - Best Practices in Standardization on
December 6, 2017 in Bengaluru. The event focused on the
promotion of Best Practices in Standardization and awareness
on the importance of Validation and Testing.

www.tsdsi.org

Inter Secretariat Study Group Co-ordination (ISGC)
Meetings between Chairs and Secretariat team are being
conducted regularly to discuss matters related to
management of technical activities and Secretariat-Technical
group interfaces.
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Chairman, Prof. Abhay Karandikar and DG participated in
the first meeting of the 5G India 2020 High Level Forum in
DoT, New Delhi on December 13, 2017. Chairman has been
appointed as Convener of the Steering Committee of the
forum.
TSDSI Member inputs on National Telecom Policy 2018
have been submitted to DoT.
A standing subcommittee is being created to address nontechnical and policy level inputs to be provided to
Government agencies and other national and international
forums on request or otherwise.
Governing Council Sub-committee on IPR is looking into
experience gained on the IPR declarations in context of
transposition.
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TSDSI
MEMBERSHIP
UPDATE

EVENTS

TSDSI Meetings
SG Networks conducted Formal Conference Calls on
November 20, 2017 and December 11, 2017 to address
matters arising from the previous Technical Plenary (TP)
meeting held in October 2017. The first TP meeting of year
2018 was held on January 11-12 in Bengaluru. TSDSI
member Samsung R&D Institute hosted the meeting in their
premises. Details of the meeting can be viewed at
https://goo.gl/SHmgn3.

TSDSI welcomes M/s Tech Mahindra Ltd.
(www.techmahindra.com), Indian Multinational
in IT Services, Outsourcing, IT Consulting and
Testing and Certification space.
M/s Lekha Wireless Solutions Private Limited
(http://www.lekhawireless.com) have been
granted Observer Membership w.e.f
December 1, 2017.

The schedule of the upcoming TP meetings in Calendar year
2018 is as below:
— March 14-16, 2018
— June 6-8, 2018

TSDSI member list can be viewed here
https://goo.gl/k6EZ9M.

— September 6-7, 2018

To apply for TSDSI membership, please visit
https://goo.gl/uG14zV.

3GPP Meetings in India
An adhoc meeting of 3GPP SA3LI is being held on January
30 to February 2, 2018 in New Delhi.
Meetings of the 3GPP RAN(meeting #79), SA(meeting #79)
and CT(meeting #79) groups are scheduled to be held in
Chennai from March 19-23, 2018.

ABOUT
TSDSI

oneM2M Meetings in India
A series of tutorials on oneM2M Framework is planned from
February 12 to 19, 2018 in IIT Delhi, IIIT Hyderabad, IISc
Bangalore and UIET Chandigarh under the aegis of the
India-EU Cooperation on ICT-Related Standardization, Policy
and Legislation Project.

Telecommunications Standards Development
Society, India (TSDSI), aims at developing and
promoting India-specific requirements,
standardizing solutions for meeting these
requirements and contributing these to international
standards, contributing to global standardization in
the field of telecommunications, maintaining the
technical standards and other deliverables of the
organization, safe-guarding the related IPR,
helping create manufacturing expertise in the
country, providing leadership to the developing
countries (such as in South Asia, South East Asia,
Africa, Middle East, etc.) in terms of their
telecommunications-related standardization needs.

Global Standardization events
TSDSI delegation of four members will attend the ITU-R
WP5D Meeting #29 in Seoul, South Korea from January 31
to February 7, 2018.
Technical Plenary meeting (TP#33) of oneM2M, featuring a
one day joint workshop with ITU-T SG20, was held in
Geneva on January 15-19, 2018. This meeting is significant
from the point of view of talks between oneM2M and ITU-T
for adoption of oneM2M specifications as ITU-T
recommendations for M2M technologies.

TSDSI is recognised by Department of
Telecommunications as India’s Telecom Standards
Development Organisation (SDO).
TSDSI is registered as a Society under the Societies
Registration Act (Act XXI of 1860).
Visit us at www.tsdsi.org
Please write to
membership@tsdsi.org for membership enquires.

This issue covers events from 16th November, 2017 to 31st December, 2017.

PUBLISHED BY TSDSI Secretariat (secretariat@tsdsi.org)
DESIGNED AT visionVIBES (visionvibes@gmail.com)
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